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ABSTRACT
Very often, different results are obtained when colored
originals and/or reproductions under different so-called
standard light sources are evaluated. A possible explanation
for the different results is that not all admissible standard
sources have the same spectral power distribution, either
due to differences in manufacturing or due to aging. A
possible solution to the problem would be to determine how
the spectral power distribution of a given illuminant differs
from the standard (D-goo^ distribution by visually comparing
suitable metameric grays with a stable non-selective gray
under the illuminant in question. This comparison would
serve as a quick and inexpensive way of testing the light
source.
i i
Two major questions are involved in this investigation:
(1) Are the color differences obtainable with metamers large
enough to be useful? (2) What part does the variation of
color response of individual observers play in this system?
The first question was investigated using two sets of
metameric grays data: initially Wyszecki's metamers and
systematic changes in the DrgoQ powe r #d i s t r i but i on ; and
then MacAdam's metameric grays based on real pigments from
spectrophotometric data. The results for Wyszecki's metamers
indicated that reasonable color differences occurred between
non-selective gray and metameric grays with systematic
changes in the spectral power distribution of the illuminant.
Similar results were obtained for MacAdam's metamers but
with less sensitivity, that is, there were smaller differ
ences between the non-selective gray and the metameric grays.
It was found that deviations from the DI_f.nn spectral com
position can indeed be picked up and the method is sufficient
ly sensitive for the Standard Observer.
The second question, the variation of individual ob
servers, was investigated using information based on the
measurements by Stiles and Burch, and also the Standard
Deviate Observer determined by Eugene Allen. The investi
gation was done by obtaining the color differences relating
i i i
to the individual observers, and comparing them to the
Standard Observer when comparing the selective and non
selective grays to the standard Dr000 sources. The result
of this investigation indicated that the color differences
due to the variations between observers were larger than
the color differences between the non- se 1 ect i ve gray and
the metameric grays due to the changes^ in the power distri
bution of the source.
The conclusion is that this system of determining the
changes in the spectral power distribution of the light
source by the color differences between non- sel ect i ve and
selective metameric grays is inadequate because of the
variances in individual observers.
i v
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I NTRODUCTION
It is quite common for people in the graphic arts to
become confused when colors are evaluated under what are
believed to be standard light sources. The color of the
originals and the reproductions, or even between two similar
originals, may not appear the same if the light source
changes, which can be caused either by the aging of the
light source or by the changes in its operating power.
The color of an object looks differently even under light
sources which are claimed to be standard, because of its
manufacturing differences which produce different spectral
power distributions deviating from the CIE standard illumin
ant, while still falling within the tolerance specified by
ANSI standards. Rigorous and precise testing of the light
source requires special equipment and highly trained person
nel. Therefore, a quick, easy, and inexpensive way of test
ing a light source is called for.
As mentioned above, object color appears differently
under different lighting conditions, a difference in appear
ance of color reflects a change in the light source. There
fore it is quite natural to ask whether the change of a
light source can be quantitatively tested by the change of
object colors. Human visual perception is not quantitative,
but the human observer is quite good at making comparison
judgments. It is much simpler for an observer to look at
two colors, side by side, and hence to make a comparison than
it is to evaluate the colors by some complex instrumental
techniques.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the possi
bility of using a set of metameric grays to test whether a
light source is within a given tolerance of the CIE Daylight
Illuminant D , which is the standard for the appraisal
5000
of color quality in graphic arts. Metameric gray pairs
were designed in order that by viewing such gray pairs under
the source in question, one can tell which part, if any,
and approximately by how much, of the spectral distribution
of the source has deviated from the CIE Dtqqq standard
distribution. This is basically a theoretical investigation
and evaluation of the system. No color patches have actually
been made since the mathematical approach is quantitative
and simpler, and all data are readily available.
The general idea is to generate a set of metameric gray
curves with respect to the CIE D and various changes of
the CIE Dcqoo sPectral distribution, then to compute the
color differences from the combination of these curves, and
finally to obtain the grays giving the optimum sensitivity.
Theoretically, there are infinitely many metameric
grays with respect to one light source and one observer.
Instead of trying to make up the gray curves randomly, some
initial functions were used. Wyzsecki had derived a repre
sentative set of metameric spectral reflectance functions
drawn from a complete collection of practical object colors.
The minima and maxima of the twelve metameric gray curves
are distributed fairly uniformly throughout the visible
spectrum, thus sampling all parts of the spectrum about
equally well. MacAdam has also established a set of 27
metameric grays together with their pigment compositions.-'
These are the main resources of initial functions in this
project.
One might wonder how the system is affected by the
variation of human individuals. Specifically, if there is
a certain amount of aging in the light source we want to
test, and if one person observes color difference between
the gray pair and another does not, such a gray pair is not
applicable to the other person. A quantitative study of
this factor is necessary and will act as the evaluation of
the system. This was performed at the end by using the
data of twenty sample observers and also by Allen's Standard
Deviate Observer which will be explained in greater detail
i n the theory section of this thesis.
American National Standards Institute, Inc.,
American National Standard Viewing Conditions for the
Appraisal of Color Quality and Color Uniformity in the
Graphic Arts (New York : Ame r ? can National Standards
Institute, 1972), p. 9.
Gunter Wyszecki, "Metameric Object Colors,"
Acta Chromatica 1 (October 1962) : 1
3 David MacAdam, Unpublished data.
THEORETICAL BASES
A reflecting object color for large field observation
is uniquely defined by its tristimulus values X, Y and Z
k
which are determined by:
/,X = k j r(M H(a) x.n(A) dA10
Y = k j r(A) HIM y10(>0 dA
Z = k f rW HW z( JA) dA
(1)
10
where r ( >) is the spectral reflectance of the object;
H (a) is the spectral distribution of the flux irradiating
the object; x (A) , y (>) and z (A) are the color
matching functions of the CIE 1 96A Supplementary Standard
Observer applicable to observing fields of angular subtense






so that for a perfectly reflecting and perfectly diffusing
surface ( r(A) = 1.0 at all wavelengths ), Y has the value
of 100.0.
The CIE 1964 Supplementary Standard Observer was used
in the calculation since the proposed setup is such that
moderate large area color patches will be compared at
normal viewing distance as shown in figure 3- The subscripts
10 in x (A) , yir)(>0 and z1n(A) will be^dropped for simpli
fication purposes from now on in the text. H(A) is propor
tional to the relative power distribution P(A) of the light
source by a proportion factor, here represented by G, which
is a function of the geometrical illuminating configuration
independent of the wavelength. Therefore, when H(A) is
replaced by G*P(a) in equations (1), G can be taken out from










= k' | r(\)P(A) y(A)
W)/
dA (3)
In other words, H (a) can be substituted by P (A) directly
without affecting the calculation of the tristimulus values,
provided that H (A) is also replaced by P (a) in the normali-
z i ng factor.
Two colors are metameric if their corresponding tri
stimulus values are the same but their spectral reflectances
are different. That is, they have the ame set of X, Y, Z
values but their r (A) functions are different.
If two colors are metameric to one light source, they
may not be metameric to another light source. For example,








Xa = ka /ra(A)P0(A)x(A)dA
Ya = ka ( ra(A)PQ(A)y(A)dAJ*
Za = l-ay'ra(*)P0(*)Z(>-)dA






and rg(A) and rb(A) are the spectral reflectances of a and
b respectively (see figure 1), P (A) is the relative spectral
power distribution of the CIE Daylight Illuminant D500Q
(see figure 2) .
ra(A) (A)















Figure 2. Relative spectral power distribution of
the CIE Standard Illuminant D,-non.
10
If there is a change in P (A) , such as an aging in the
blue region, by denoting the new distribution by P'(a)
(see figure 2), the tristimulus values will be different,
as the P (A) is replaced by P'(A) in the integrals (5) and
(6 ) , whe re
Xa = ki, Jra(A)P<!>(A)x(A)dA ^ *b = k^ rb (A) P^ (A) x (a ) dA
Ya = k'af ra(^Po{;K)y{x)dX ^ Yb = kb/rbk)P;(*)y(>0dA
Za = ka/ ra(*)P0(*)z(A)d>l H Zb = kb f rb(A)P0(>)z(A)dA
and the difference may be observable.
From this, it is quite natural to ask if we can go
backward, that is, to make a gray pair intentionally such
that they appear to the same in color when the light source
is standard and differently when the light source is not.
(7)
The fundamental concept is to use the above idea and
the property of a
non- sel ect i ve gray, which is a gray with
uniform spectral reflectance having a grayness or tristim
ulus values independent of the illuminant. Then, selective
metameric grays will be chosen by procedures described in
the methodology section. Finally, each of the selective
grays will be compared with the non- sel ect i ve gray so as to
test the changes in the light source for different spectral
regions. The system is further illustrated by figure 3
(see page 11).
1 1








Xn = J^cP(A)x(X)dA= cX0
Yn =/AcP(A)y(A)dA= cYQ
ZR =^cP(A)5(A)dA= cZ0






Zs = J r(A)P(x)z(X)dA
\
Figure 3. Diagramatic explanation of the system
(If P(\) is the standard 050QQ, the sets Xn>Yn,Zn
and X ,Y ,Z are identical; otherwise not.)
s s s
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The color differences between the gray pairs were cal
culated using the cube root approximation of the
Adams-
Nikerson Space for the uniform color scales. As recommended
at the quadrennial Plenary Session of the CIE held in London
* * * 6






116 (Y/YQ)1/3 - 16
500 C(X/XQ)1/3 - (Y/YQ)1/3]
200 ((Y/YQ)1/3 - (Z/ZQ)1/3)
where Y/Y > 0.01
(8)









+ (AaT + (Ah*)'} (9)
As indicated previously, the tristimulus values of an
object color depend on the object itself, the light source
and also the observer. Different persons have different
color-matching functions. The CIE 1964 standard observer
is only a hypothetical ideal. If the change in color
appearance due to the change of the light source is com
parative to the difference of perception of individuals,
then, the system is not effective. In other words, the
system may not be consistent for different people. One
may observe color differences while others not, or vice
versa.
13
The study of variation on human individuals was done by
using a set of color-matching functions of 20 observers ob
tained in NPL Color-Matching Investigation (Stiles and Burch
1959) , and by the "Standard Deviate Observer" proposed by
o
Allen as an index of observer metamerism was also used for
the study. The index was designed to measure the extent to
which a group of normal observers, as a whole, will reject a
color match made by the Standard Observer. It was originally
derived by calculating the root mean square of the color dif
ferences between two reflectances observed by a sample of
observers wherein such reflectances are matched for the
average of these observers. Figure k displays the Standard
and Observer and the Standard Deviate Observer for large-
field color matching.
400 500
Figure k. Standard Observer (solid line) and Standard
Deviate Observer (dashed line) for large-field matching
Ik
Gunter Wyszecki and W. S. Stiles, Col or Science
Concepts and Methods, Quantitative Data and Formu 1 as (New
York: Wi ley, 1 967) , P-279.
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rren J. Smith, Modern Optical Engineering, The
tical Systems (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
6) , p. 186.
E, Official Recommendations on Uniform Color
r-Difference Equations, Metric Color Terms,
upplement No. 2 to CIE Publication No . 1 5 ,
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gene Allen, "An Index of Metamerism for
ferences," paper presented at the first




This investigation involves four major steps:
(1) Generating the metameric gray curves with respect to
CIE Dj-qqq and 1964 Standard Observer by transforming
Wyszecki's and MacAdam's gray curves.
(2) Generating the aging curves of the CIE Dtqqq for a
systematic amount of changes in three parts of the
spectral distribution, that is, the blue, green and
red reg ions.
(3) Selecting the metameric grays by calculating the color
differences between the non- se 1 ect i ve gray and the
transformed grays with respect to the systematic spectral
changes in the illuminant Drooo , and from the results
picking up those grays giving optimum sensitivity for
different spectral bands.
(4) Evaluating the selected metameric grays based on indivi
dual human perception differences using the data of 20
sample observers from Stiles and Burch and also Allen's
Standard Deviate Observer.
All the computations were done by computer. The com
puter programs were written in FORTRAN IV and were processed
by the computer sigma 9 in RIT computer center.
16
THE GENERATION OF METAMERIC GRAYS
Wyszecki's twelve metameric grays and MacAdam's
twenty-seven grays were used as the initial functions for
this research study. Wyszecki's twelve spectral reflectance
functions of gray colors are metameric with respect to CIE
Standard Illuminant C and the CIE 1931 Standard Observer.
These functions are hypothetical in the sense that they were
constructed by a numerical procedure from spectrophotometric
measurements on actual objects (glass filter) by the method
suggested by Richter. On the other hand, MacAdam's twenty-
seven reflectance curves are metameric to CIE Dgc00 Standard
Illuminant and the CIE 1964 Standard Observer. They are
real metamers in the sense that they can be formed by the
given pigment compositions. For convenience purpose, in the
following discussion, "group A metamers" stands for Wyszecki's
group, and "group B metamers" stands for MacAdam's group,
and "Standard Observer" stands for the CIE 1964 Supplementary
Standard Observer.
In generating the metameric grays, the requirement is
that the grays must be metameric to a non- se 1 ect i ve gray
(uniform spectral reflectance) with respect to the D and
the Standard Observer. Therefore, the above two groups of
reflectance curves need to be transformed with minimum
deviation to satisfy the requirement.
17
In deriving the transformation equations for a spectral
reflectance function r (a) to a new r*(x) with minimum devi
ation so that under illumination PQ(A) and with color match
ing functions x(A), y (A) , z (A) , r*(X) will have tristimulus
values equal to a given set of tristimulus values XQ , YQ , ZQ ,
which in this case are the tristimulus values of the non
selective gray with respect to standard viewing condition
(D^qqq and 1964 Standard Observer). Sucji transformation
equations were derived by the method of i soper i met r i c
problem in variation theory^' suggested by Takahama and
Naya tan i
12
For convenience purpose, denoting X.=X, X2=Y, X_=Z,
and
xi (X) = Pq(A)x(A)
x2(A) = P0(A)y(A) (10)
x (>) = PQ(X)i(A)
the tristimulus values for r(A) and r*(A) are given by
X. = / r(A)x. (>)d* (i = 1 ,2,3) (11)1 y> ~~i
<-/o 1 x r*(X)x. (A)d A1 (1
= 1 ,2,3). (12)
By defining (A) by r*(A) = r (X) + 6(A),
Ax. = X . - X.
1 01 1





The proposition is actually equivalent to the minimiza
tion of the deviation
/0:(A)32dA= f(r*(S) - r(A))2dX
'A 'A
(14)
subject to the above constraint (13), as an i soper i met r i c
problem in variation theory-
1 o
By the method of Lagrange multipliers,
-> the following
integral is constructed by introducing the parameters C . ,
(j=1,2,3),
/[(6(^)2
+?l6(x)x1(A) + "?26(A)x2(A) +^36(A)x3(A)]dA
x
[(6(A))2
+ lZ?:(A)x.(A)3 dA. (15)
^ j=1 J Jh
Considering the free extremum of the above integral, the
corresponding Euler equation is
f(6(A))2
+ YL ?:6Wx.W]








= 0 . (16)
The second term vanishes because
[(6(A))2
+ iljt^Xj^)]






[(6(A))2 + Et^%Wl =






Substituting back to the constraint (13),
(19)







= Ajl = /rxF(A)xj(X)dA
By introducing the inverse matrix B;; ( B . . ) ,1 J j i "> j
be found by
tj = -2 i^xiBij .







' IJ J (23)
20
and therefore r*(A) can be transformed from r(A) by
U, 3
r*( = r(A) + 2Z ZZAXjBMx-(A) .
1 = 1 j--t
J~J
(24)
When the above transformation equation (24) is applied
to the two groups of grays, AX.. , AX~ , Ax, are the differences
between the tristimulus values of the original gray with
respect to standard viewing condition (D500O ar|d 1964 Stand
ard Observer) and the aimed ones, that is, the tristimulus
values of the non- sel ect i ve gray with respect to standard
viewing condition; and B.. is the 3X3 inverse matrix of
Ajj = XZ^i^jAA
A
i = 1 ,2,3
j = 1 ,2,3
(25)
of
If the resulting function r * (A) exceeds the limits
0 ^ r*(A) < 1.0 (26)
which must hold for an object color, then a scaling
procedure must be applied to bring the r * (A ) within the
specified range while preserving the original tristimulus
values. For example, if r*(A) computed above has at some
wavelength values greater than unity, another r*(A) will
be subtracted from r*(A) to obtain r,, (A) a spectral
reflectance function of a metameric black. This function
cab be multiplied by any positive or negative factor
14
without changing its character as a metameric black.
A suitable factor oC can be found so as to assure that the
new function
21
r*' (A) = r*( + <*rbk(A) (27)
falls within the limits (26)
22
THE GENERATION OF THE AGING CURVES OF THE CIE D-000
In order to test the aging of the light source in
different spectral regions, the P (A) curve was divided
into three bands, namely, the blue, green and red bands






















Figure 5. Aging curves of Dcqqq
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The aging of a fluorescent lamp and the effect of
phosphors were studied to determine the choice of wavelength
bands for blue, green and red regions. A fluorescent lamp
is essentially a phosphor coated and evacuated tubular bulb
containong a small quantity of mercury and inert gas. The
discharged electrons between electrodes excite the mercury
vapor atoms and give radiation chiefly at a wavelength of
253-7 nm. Approximately 60% of the input energy in a cool
white fluorescent lamp is converted directly into ultra
violet, with 38% converted to heat and 2% to visible light.
The phosphor changes about 21% of the ultraviolet into
visible light with the remaining 39% becoming heat.
Compositions in various proportions of different
phosphors are used to produce a wide variety of colors.
Therefore the spectral energy distribution curves need to
be studied.
Figures 6 and 7 are the respective spectral measure
ments of a new Sylvania F40/D50 lamp and of one which
has been life tested for 3000 hours. Its found that both
blue and red regions are relatively decreased for the life
tested one. With information from literatures in graphic
arts and suggestions from Sylvania, the dividing wavelength





























































































































The aging curves of blue band were generated by
multiplying the P (A) function wave 1 eng thwi se by a scaling
curve, assuming a parabolic behavior:
21 - k.(A - X2) i = 1 30 (28)
where k. are constants. Such procedure are explained in
diagrams below (in this case the red and green bands of the


























Figure 8. The generation of aging curves (blue band)
Similarly the red band was multiplied by
27







































Figure 9- The generation of aging curves (red band)
The scaling curve of the green band was a little more







Figure 10, Scaling curve for the green band
The central part of this curve was constructed such that
it had the same parabolic behavior as the other parts
and it was connected with the other part of the curve.
It was expressed as
(A, + k:(A
A - + A 3 y (30)
whe re k j
= 1 , . . . , 30 ,
29
Therefore thirty aging curves were generated for each
band and they are denoted by
Pbi(M> PgJ (^) , Prj(A) i=1 , . . . ,30
respect i vel y
Both the decreasing aging and increasing aging curves
of each band were generated. No aging for two bands were
generated because an increasing aging of one band is rela
tively equivalent to the decreasing aging of the other two
bands. It is mainly the shape of the spectral distribution
that affects the tristimulus values. For example, the
decreasing aging curve for both the blue and the green bands
are approximately equivalent to the curve with an increase
in the red region with only a scaling factor difference.
The similar concept can be applied to the aging of both
green and red bands.
The values of the k.'s in the scaling curves are
arbitrary, therefore, the color differences between each
aging curve and the standard curve were calculated as the
measure of the aging of each curves. Figure 11 shows the
generated aging curves combined together. The color diff
erences shown in the figure are for the individual curves































































































Color differences between -Hie



















line is rebate* $>r A9^frtV
3 Dine + pro^rwflwig ,SoMe
Sttsori-te iYtfyk*fleravt
from the. <*eW\ projrdw .
Figure 1$. Logic and notation of variables of the computer programming
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THE SELECTION OF METAMERIC GRAYS FOR THE TESTING OF THE
CIE D5000
Following the generation of the metameric grays and
the generation of the aging curves is the combination of the
data for the lamp in its different states, and for the
various metameric grays. The tristimulus values of all the
selective grays (the transformed gray curves) and the non
selective gray (uniform spectral reflectance of 0.30) were
calculated for each aging curve and then the color differences
between the gray pairs were also computed.
The logic and the notation of the variables of the
computer programming for the generation of gray curves and
aging curves, and the computation of color difference are
shown in figure 12. In the printed out results, the grays
were arranged in a descending sensitivity order in two groups
since the initial functions came from two different sources.
Appendix A gives the actual programming and the printed out
resu Its.
For convenience purposes, the following terminologies
were introduced: "gray A-9" means the gray number nine in
the group A grays; and "gray pair
A-9"
means the pair of
grays with gray A-9 and a non- sel ect i ve gray.
33
Figure 13 shows the color differences of three of the
gray pairs from group A against the aging of the light source,
i.e. the color difference between the aging curves and the
standard curves. The lines with bigger slopes are more sen
sitive in the sense that for the same amount of aging, the
color difference of the gray pairs are greater.
The three grays A-6, A-10, A-12 were chosen such that
each one of them is most sensitive to one particular wave
length band but relatively insensitive to the other bands.
For example, gray A-12 is sensitive to the blue band but
not as sensitive to the green and the red bands. If the
three gray pairs are viewed under the light source in
question, an aging in the blue band can only be detected
by the gray pair A-12. Hence, if only the color difference
for gray pair A-12 is observable, one can say that there is
a blue aging.
The ideal case is that the slope of the sensitivity
plot for one gray pair is high in one band and zero in the
other bands. This condition is very important, because
without it, the aging of the bands might not be distinguish
able. The actual results were plotted in figure 13-
The sensitivity of the grays depends on the wave
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increasing aging of the illuminant. In other words, the
sensitivity order of the grays are almost the same for both
decreasing and increasing aging and the magnitude of the
slopes are also nearly the same. The gray pairs can dis
tinguish the aging of the bands but not the decreasing or
increasing aging nature.
The group B metamers are not so sensitive and dependent
on the wavelength bands. The best choices are shown in
figure 1 ** . The slopes on the whole are much smaller, and
the magnitude of the slopes of the three grays for the same
aging are very close. (Note that the scale of vertical axis
is larger in figure Ik.) The most sensitive grays are the
same few grays for the three bands. The grays cannot
distinguish the aging of different bands.
The reflectance functions of grays A-6, A-10, A-12 are
shown in figure 15 and the reflectance functions of grays



























































































































































































































THE EVALUATION OF THE SELECTED METAMERIC GRAYS BASED ON
INDIVIDUAL HUMAN PERCEPTION DIFFERENCES
In establishing the 1964 Standard Observer, Stiles
and Burch used 20 persons. The color matching functions of
these individuals were given in terms of the real primaries,
the R,G,B system. They were transformed to X,Y,Z coordin
ates using the following transformation: .
x(a) = 0.3-H427r(A) + 0.l88273g(^) + 0.390202b(*)
y(*) = 0 . 1 38972r (A) + 0.837l82i(A) + 0.073588b(A) (3D
z(A) = 0.000000r(A) + 0. 03751 5-g (A) + 2.038878B(\)
For these "real" observers, metameric grays will
deviate from a neutral gray. It is necessary to know the
magnitude of these deviations. If they are equal to or
of the same order of magnitude as the deviations caused by
the illuminant changes discussed previously, the whole
concept becomes unworkable. Therefore, for each combination
of aging curves and gray pairs, the color differences as
observed by each of the 20 observers were calculated fol
lowing the same method used for the Standard Observer.
The averages and standard deviations of these color differ
ence values were calculated and compared to the differences
for the Standard Observer. The computer program and printed
out results are given in appendix B.
ko
Figure 17 is the plot for the average values together
with the standard deviations for the three selected group A
metamers. The average observed color difference was plotted
against the aging of the light source. The plots are simi
lar to the former sensitivity plots (figure 13 and figure
k) except that the standard deviations are added to the
latter. The standard deviations of each average value were
put on the two sides of all the average values vertically
(average +_ standard deviation), thus forming another ribbon
like curves which were shown in dotted lines.
One might be interested in knowing how each individual
observes when viewing the gray pairs. For the 20 observers,
the CIE 1964 Standard Observer and Allen's Standard Deviate
Observer, when a blue band decreases an aging of 3 units,
the chromaticity values of the
non- se 1 ec t i ve gray and gray
A-12 and gray B-27 were calculated, and the color differ
ences between them were computed. Figures 18 and 19 are
the chromaticity diagrams for gray pairs A-12 and B-27
respectively. The color differences of the pairs by the
observers were tabulated in table 1. The computer program
and output were given in appendix C.
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Figure 18. Chromaticity diagram for the gray pair A-12
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Figure 19- Chromaticity diagram for the gray pair B-27
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Obse rver 1 .03 0. 13
Standard
Dev i a te
Obse rver
2.51 0.70
Table 1, The color difference of gray pairs
A-12 and B-27 as observed by different
observers when there is 3 units of
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CONCLUSION
Color difference of one NBS unit' ' -^ or less can
usually be disregarded in commercial transactions, " and
about one fifth of one NBS unit is the smallest difference
that can be perceived under the best experimental condi-
21
tion.
Together with the recent technology in color formu-
2 2 2 3 24lation by computer color matching, ' J ' the system can
be achieved for the three grays from group A. On the
average, about three units of color difference in the
change of the illuminant gives one unit of color difference
of the gray pairs. Take the blue band decrease aging as an
example, if one unit of color difference is the average
observable amount, the color difference of gray pair A-12
will be observable when the aging is over three units.
The color difference of pair A-10 will not be observable
until it reaches an aging of six units. Gray pair A-6 is
even less sensitive. The three pairs can distinguish the
aging of different bands. Without considering the observers
difference, the system seems to work pretty well.
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The group B metamers are less sensitive and the
differences of the characteristics between group A and
group B are reflected by the shapes and magnitudes of
the spectral reflectance functions of the grays. Figures
15 and 16 show the functions of the grays selected. It
is found that a gray with high reflectance in one band
but low in other bands is more sensitive to the same band.
This is quite logical when the nature of obtaining the
tristimulus values is considered. The fluctuation and
peaks of the reflectance curves of group B metamers are
distributed more evenly in the spectrum, and the deviation
from the uniform 30% reflectance line is also less than
those grays from group A. This explains why the group B
grays are less sensitive and blind to different bands.
(Note that the scale of the vertical axis in figure 16
is larger than that in figure 15.)
It is suspected that by using the metameric colors
in the same wavelength band, say, using metameric blues
for the blue band aging, the result may be more effective.
One might expect that the average color difference
values for the twenty observers would be the same as the
Standard Observer, but as shown in the printed out results,
most of the average values are greater than the color
difference given by the Standard Observer. The change of
49
color difference of the gray pairs relative to the aging
is slower than that of the Standard Observer. For example,
for the decrease aging of the blue band when the aging is
12.3 units of color difference, the color difference given
by the Standard Observer for gray A-12 is 4.4 and the
average which is smaller, is 3.9. When the aging is 0.8
unit, the standard one is 0.3 unit while the average is
2.4 which is eight times greater.
In figure 17, one can see that the curves of average
values cross each other and the ribbon-like standard
deviation intervals overlap each other extensively. In
other words, a large portion of observers will see color
differences on the three selected gray pairs for the same
kind of aging. All the gray pairs show color differences
to most observers no matter the aging is increasing or
decreasing or in which spectral band.
In table 1, the color difference for gray pair A-12
ranges from 0.55 to 8.25, and the average is 2.24 with a
standard deviation of 1.76 for the twenty observers. For
the Standard Observer it is 1.03 and for the Standard
Deviate Observer it is 2.51. The above result indicates
that a lot of people will observe more color differences
than the Standard Observer. This can be explained by the
fact that the grays are designed to be metameric with
respect to the Standard Observer. But the average values
50
are too large, even in the case of no aging, the average
color differences are greater than one unit for most gray
pairs. Group B gray pairs have similar behaviors. The
variation of the individuals is greater than the accuracy
and sensitivity of the system.
As a conclusion, from the study of the variation of
human individual perceptions, a negative result was obtained,
*
Hence, the observer differences give an intrinsic difficulty
to the system and render it impractical. The accuracy and
sensitivity of the system are overwhelmed by the range of
variation. The differences of observer response is a very
important factor in metamerism and cannot be neglected.
The Standard Observer is only an hypothetical ideal observer
and cannot be treated as the average observer. Therefore,
a method of evaluating the effects of
individuals'
color
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Computer program and out put for generating aging curves of
the ucr)r)o' transforming gray functions and calculating color




File 64: Color-matching functions of the 1964
Standard Observer.
File 5: Relative spectral emittance of Dcgoo
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VJ (".' ,. ,-,
56 * 0 00 40:i
58 > 000
4 0 ,:
5 '? 5 000 41(
aj () ,, r 'i 0 () AOL.
D .1! HENS .1. ON BX < 33 y 3 ) y P5 ( 3 y RWM ( 33 y 37 ) y P5BX ( 33 y 3 ) v
CAC5y3) -XR<3) y XWM <3y 39) yDX('3y39} vDR(33) yR( 33*39) yCK'(15) :N:N<<33y 15 ;
CDE5K ( 1 5 ) 9 DERG < 1 S r 39 ) y B < 3 y 3 ) y DERG .1. ( 39 )
DIMENSION PKKC33) ~ YEE ( 15:/ 39 ) vl\N( 15*39)
READ C 64 1 ) < < BX C I... y I ) LIL ~= ;|. y 3 ) y I...--" 1 y 33 )
FORMAT'! 3 F:l 0,4)
READ<5y2) (P5 (!...) y|...""l y 33)
FORMAT (Fl0,3)
READ ( 1 2 v 3 ) ( ( RWM ( I... y M )-y !...- 1 y 33 ) y M-" Ll y 39 )
FORMAT (PI0,3)
SUMP -a),
DO 101 L-l y33
SUMP= 3UMP+P5 ( I... ) *BX ( I... v 2 )
DO 102 1-1-3
DO 102 L1 y33
P5BX ( !... y I ) "--P5 ( I... ) >i<BX
('
I... y I ) * Ll. 00 , /SUMP
CO 201 I = 1-'J
DO 201 J-"ly3
00 201 L= l33-
AC I ~ J ) =(. < !l! y J > -}-P5BX ( I... y I ) #P5BX < I... r J ) / 1 0 ,
DE-A ( 1 y 1 ) :*A ( 2 y 2 ) ;|<A ( 3 : 3 ) -l-A ( 1 y 2 ) *A < 2 y 3 ) .-fA ( 3 y 1 ) I-A ( I ; 3 )'t
Cm ( 2 y 1 ) *A ( 3 y 2 ) --A < 3 y 1 ) *A < 2 2 ) *A ( Ll. > 3 ) -A
('
3 : 2 ) *A ( 2 y 3 ) 7
CA ( :l. y 1 ) -A ( 3 y 3 ) *A ( 2 y 1 ) #A < 1 y 2 )
IF ( DE-O , ) 202 y 999 y 202
B ( .1. y 1 ) - (A(2y2)*A (3y3) -A ( 3 y 2 ) *A ( 2 y 3 ) ) /DE
B ( 1 y 2 ) "" ( A ( 3 y 2 ) *A ( 1 y 3 ) -A ( 1 y 2 ) *A ( 3 y 3 ) ) /'DE
B ( 1 y 3 ) :"; ( A ( 1 y 2 ) ftA ( 2 y 3 ) -A ( 2 y 2 ) ftA ( 1 : 5 ) ) /'DE
B ( 2 y 1 ) - ( A ( 3 y .1. ) ft A ( 2 y 3 ) -A ( 2 y 1 ) ft A ( 3 y 3 ) ) /DE
B ( 2 : 2 ) "" ' A ( 1 y 1 ) * A ( 3 y 3 ) -A ( 3 y 1 ) LfA ( 1 y 5 ) ) /DE
B ( 2 y 3 ) "" ( A ( 2 y 1 ) *A ( 1 y 3 ) -A ( 1 y 1 ) *A ( 2 y 3 ) ) /DE
B 3 y 1 ) = ( A ( 2 y 1 ) *A ( 3 y 2 ) --A ( 3 y 1 ) ;|<A ( 2 y 2 ) ) /'DE
B ( 3 y 2 ) :::: ( A ( 3 y 1 ) >KA ( 1 y 2 ) -A ( 1 y 1 ) *A ', 3 y 2 ) ) /DE
B ( 3 3 ' '::: < A ( 1 y 1 ) # A ( 2 y 2 ) A ( 2 y 1 ) #A ( 1 y 2 ) ) / D E
XR ( I ) ""79 ,023
XR (.2 ) ::::30 ,000
XR(3)""24,436
ILi 0 302 M "" Ll. y 39
DO 302 Li>Ll.y3
XWMC 1 !'H)~0*
DO 302 !..."" 1 y 33
XWM ( I y M ) ""XWM ( I y M ) tRWM ( I... y M ) *P5BX ( I... y I ) / 1 00 ,
DO 303 M-"l y39
D 0 30 3 Ll! ":: .1. y 3
DX ( I y M ) ::"XR ( I ) -XWM ( I y M )
1.' 0 403 M :::: 1 y 3 9
DO 402 L.-l y33
DRCL )--0,
DO 401 I:;"l y 3
00 401 J ""1 f77>
DR ( I... ) ::::DR ( I... ) -fDX
('
I y M ) *B (I > J ) &P5BX ( I... y ...J )
R ( i... y M ) ="RWM < I... y M ) ! DR ( I... ) * 1 0 ,
WR I. 'I E'( 1 20 y 4 10) ( R ( I... y M ) y L;:"l y 33 )
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PK ( I... y K)"-P5 ( E )
DO 612 l...-:!.y9
W~L '
PK ( I... y K .) = ( 1 , -fOK
('
K ) ft ( W ''} , ) ftft:2 ) ftP5 ( i... )
DO 701 L=l*33
PKK<L)-PKa..yl<>
GALL CODE ( PKK y BX y R y DE5KL y DER01 )
DE5l<a\)-DE5Kl
DO 613 N-l "39
DERO(KyN)"0!iERG:l. (N)
WE.I!l'E(108y901) (DE5K(K) -K=l.?15)
WRITE (108 y 902)
WRITE < 108 y 903) (N? (DEEG(KyN) y hOHl. y 15) yN-1 y 39 )
CA I... i... ARRANGE ( D E!R0 )
I- (J R MA I (MX-' 00L0 R D I F FE REN C E BE T WEEN F 5 AND
I-'- 0 RMA T < 4X y ' C0 1... 0 E D I F FEE EN CE BE
"!"
W E E!N REF EEEN (..
CKCIO "/)
FORMATCLXvISy 15F8,3)





( . ' / 1 X y ' B i... U E! - DE C ' 7 )
in.] 623 K-l '.15
,-.... i,-
CK ( K )-/ 1000 ,




PK ( I... y K ) ( 1 , -H!;K ( K ) ft ( W--9 , ) ftft2 ) ftP5 ( I... )
DO 702 I...-.I. >-33
PKK (I... )""PK (I... y K>






E ( i. 0 S y 9 0 Ll. ) ( DE 5K ( K ) y K ::-: Li. , Ll. 5 )
WRITE ( 108y902)
WR I TE! ( .1. 08 y 9 03 ) ( i-l y ( D E! E G C K : N ) y K :::: 1 y Li. 5 ) y N 1 y 3 9 )
CALL ARRANGE (DERG)
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WRITE ( 1. 08 y 630)
l:: 0RMA "I v / / I. X y ' G REEN I N C ' / )
DO 635 K-~.l y .1.3
yy
CK ( K ) -C/ 1 000 ,
DO 631 I...-".!. y33 ''..
PKU... yE).L:P6(|... )
DG (.52 i...--9y .1. .1.
= = L
PK < I... y K ) :- < 1 , -fCK ( K ) ft ( W--9 . ) ftft2 ) ftP5 C I... )
DO 633 L^12y.l.6
W = L
F'K ( I... : K ) i. 1 a ! CL K ( K ) ft 1 00,78 . CK ( K ) ft ( W - 1 4 , ) ft ft :
DO 634 l...-17y 19
'o ( l... ,'
PK < I... y K ) ".( 1 , 4-CK ( K ) ft( W--.1.9 , ) ftft2 ) ftp 5 ( I... )
DO 703 L=l y33
PKK(L )::4:'K(l...yK)
CA I... I... C0 Ii E! ( P K K y B X y R y D E 5K Ll. y DERG 1 )
DE5K(K)-DE5E1
jl!i ill 657 N-"li. 39
DERi3(K'-N)=DERGl(N)
W Fl: I T E ( Ll. 0 8 y 9 01 ) ( D E5K < K ) y K 1 r 1 5 )
WR!UE(108y902)
",'R i. Ti:L. '! Ll. Oo y 905 ) ( i-J y < DERG ( K > N ) y :- 1 y 1 5 ) y 77- i. y
CALL ARRANGE (DERG)
WRITE ( .1.08 y 660)
FORMA
>"
/ 1 X y ' GREEN-DEC 7 )
O .1. , '.,' O 0
0 * ' *' 0
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DO 705 L-l v33
PKKCL)^PK(LyK)
CA I... I... C0DE ( F' KK y BX y R y DE5K 1 y DE RG 1 )
DE5K(K)-DE5K1
DO 6 33 N-al. y39
DERG < K y N ) "70 ERG 1 ( N )
W R 1 ! E ( .1. 0 8 y 9 0 1 ) ( D E 5K < K ) y !<-- 1 y 1 5 )
WRITE ( 108 y 902)
WR I TE ( 1 08 v 903 ) i N ? ( DERG ( K y N ) y K== 1 y 1 5 ) y N~ 1 y 39 )
CALL ARRANGE Ul ERG)
WR.!! !"E! ( 103 v 660 )
FORMAT (// 71 )<'' 'RED -DEC 7)
DO 663 K-l y 15
,. i .' . .










I ''-, i i ,. ! : i
CK ( K) - -C/l 000 ,
DO 661 L- 1 y 18
PK;L7K)--P5<L)
DO 662 (...-! 9 y 33
W-L
PK ( I... y K ) ( 1 , iCK <. K ) ft ( W- 19,) ftft2 ) ftP3 ( I... )
DO 706 I... ::;: :l. y 3 3
F'KK(L)=PK(LyK>
GAL i... C 0 D ili! ( P KK y BX y R y DE5K 1 y D III! RG 1 )
DE5K(K)-DE5K1
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SUBROUTINE CODE < PK - BX y R y DESK y DERG )
DIMENSION PK ( 33 ) - BX ( 33 y 3 ) y R ( 33 - 39 ) - DERG
('
39 ) - XK ( 3 ) y XR ( 3) y
CXG(3y39,' y GL (39 ) y GA ( 39 ) y GB( 39 )
UL(Yy YN)-1 16- ft( Y/YN)ftft( 1 ,73, )-16,
UA '! X y XN y Y , YN ) -500 , ft ( ( X/XN ) ftft ( 1 , /3 ~ > - 0
UB ( ( y YN y Z y ZN ) -200 , ft ( C Y/YN ) ftft < 1 , /3 , ) - ( .
UOE ( A y B y C y D y III! y
I"'
) - ( ( A-D ) ftft.21- ( B--E ) ftft2i <
SUM-O,
DO 11 L-l y 33
SUM^SUMf-PK ( I... ) ftBX ( L y 2 )
Y/ irN)ftft(i,/3
Z/'L:!N) ftft CL, /3
C-F:')ftft2)ftft,5
)""96, '40
: ) :::: 1 00,000X50













) ft 100, /SUM
PKA--UA ( XK ( 1 ) y 96 ' a ':> XK(2) y 100,000)
KB-UB
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XK ( 2 ) y 1 00 , 000 i XK ( 3 ) > 8 1
P5ByPKI...yPKAyl







DO 14 1-1 y3
XG(IyN)^0,
D i.) Ll. 4 i... - Li. y 33
XG ( I y N ) ""XG CI y N ) + R ( L. y N ) ftPK ( I... ) ftBX ( I... y I ) /SUM
Gl... ( N ) -UL < XG ( 2 y N ) y XK ( 2 ) )
GA ( N ) -UA ( XG ( 1 y N ) y XK Cl. ) v XG < 2 y N ) y XK ( 2 ) )
GB ( N ) -UB ( XG ( 2 y N ) y XK ( 2 ) y XG ( 3 y N ) y XK ( 3 ) )





DIMENSION DERG( 15y39) y
SUE'
( 15 y 27 ) y i'EE ( 15y 27) yKN\
WE I Till! Cl. 08 y 10)
1 0
l::'
0 RMAT ( /4X y ' C0 1...0 R D I F F lii! R E N C E! B lii!TW lii! III! N R E F EREN C E
CK ( K ) - DE3 C E ND I NG 0ED III!RV)




2 CAL I... S0 IV 1 Cl. 2 y 1 5 y K y S U K y Y lil!E y KN )
WR I Till! Cl. 08 y 3 ) ( ( KN ( K y N ) y Y'EE ( K y N ) y K- 1 y 1 3 ) y N- 1 y 1 2 )
5 FORMAT ( 12 ( 9X y 15 < 14 y F4 , 1 ) / ) )
DO 4 K-l y 15 . .
DO 4 N-l y 27.
> SUK(KyN)-DERG(KyN-fl2)
DO 5 K-'l. .!!:)
5 CA i .. I... SGR
I"
02 7 y 1 5 y K y 8U K y Y III! III! y \- i- j j
WR !!. TE ( :!. 08 y 6 ) '! ( KN ( K y i-i ,' y YEE < K > N .- K- I. ? j. 5 ) y N- 1 : 27 )
o . FORMi'-iT '< 2 7 ( 9/ y 1 5 ( 1 4 y F-'4 , 1 ) /" ) )
RETURN
END
i--i r.'D 39 -GRAYS UNDER
S I..1 B R 0U
I"
I N Fl! ::30RT ( N ? KM y K y A y B y NK )
DIMENSION A(KMyN) yD(KMy N) yNKCKMyN!
DO 1 !l>:l. yN
B(Ky I )-A(Ky .1. )
\y\.
DO 2 J:::2 \'H
1
1"'
( B ( K y I ) -A ( K y -J ) ) 3 y 2 y 2
B(K'y I )-A(Ky J)
iyj
CONTINUE
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File 20: Color-matching functions of the 20 observers
(r(*), (*), B(X))
File 5: Relative spectral emittanice of D,-ggo
File 39: The 39 transformed grays
79
D I MENS I ON RGB ( 3 r 33 1 20 ) - P5 ( 33 ) y R < 33 y 39 ) y BX ( 3 - 33 - 20 )
CyCK(15)yPK<33yl5)
READ ( 20 - 1 ) ( '< ( RGB ( I - L - M ) r L= 1 y 33 ) - 1 = 1 1 3 ) r M= 1 1 20 )
1 FORMAT (F20. 10)
READ<Sy2)(P5(L)yL-ly33)
2 F0RMAT(F10.3)
READ ( 39 - 3 ) ( ( R (L - M ) - L- 1 y 33 ) M= 1 y 39 )
3 F0RMAT(F10,3)
DO .1.0 M=l,20
DO 10 L-l y 33
BX ( .1. y L y M ) =0 . 353 1 *RGB (1 y L y M ) +0 . 1 4 1 5*RGB < 2 y L y M )
C+05785*RGB<3-LM)
BX ( 2 y L y M ) =0 . 1664#RGB < 1 y L - M ) +0 - 8271KRGB ( 2 y L , M )
C+0.0244*RGB(3rLrM)




6 1 0 FORMAT ( /// 1 X y ' BLUE-- INC ' / )







6 1 2 PK < L > K ) = < 1 ? +CK < K > * < W-9 - > **2 > *P5 < L >
CALL MS(PKyRyBX)
WRITE(108y620)
620 FORMAT (///IXy 'BLUE-DEC'/)







622 PK < L y K ) = < 1 * +CK ( K ) * < W-9 - ) **2 ) #P5 < L )
CALL MS(PKyRyBX)
WRITE ( 108 y 630)
630 FORMAT ( /// 1 X y ' GREEN- 1 NC ' / >
DO 634 K-l y 15
C-K
CK(K)==C/1000.








633 PK ( I... y K ) - ( 1 ? +CK < K ) * 1 00 ? /8 . -CK ( K ) * ( W - 1 4 ? ) **2 ) *P5 < L )
DO 634 L-l 7 y 19
W=L
634 PK ( L y K ) = < 1 . +CK < K ) * ( W- 1 9 . ) *#2 ) *P5 ( L )
CALL MG(PKyRyBX)
WRITE(108y640)
640 FORMAT < ///IX y ' GREEN-DEC ' / )
DO 644 K-l y 15
C-K
CK(K)C/1000.




642 PK ( I... y K ) - ( l . fCK ( K ) # ( W-9 . ) *>K2 ) *P5 ( I )
DO 643 L-12yl6
W-L
643 PK ( L y K ) - ( 1 ? fCK ( K ) * 1 00 . /8 ? -CK ( K ) * ( W- 1. 4 . ) **2 ) *P5 ( L )
DO 644 L-17yl9
W-L
644 PK ( L y K ) = ( 1 . fCK < K > * < W- 1 9 . > **2 ) *P5 ( L )
CALL MS(PKyRyBX)
WRITE ( 108 650)
650 FORMAT ( /// 1 X - ' RED - 1 NC ' / )
DO 652 K-l y 15
C-K
CK<K)=C/1000.
DO 651 L-l f 18
651 PK(LyK)-P5(L)
DO 652 L-l 9 y 33
W-L
652 PK ( L y K ) = < 1 . +CK < K ) * < U- 1 9 - > **2 ) *P5 < L )
CALL MS(PKyRyBX)
WRITE ( 108 y 660)
660 FORMAT < ///IX - ' RED-DEC ' / )
DO 662 K-l y 15
C-K
CK<K>-C/l 000*









SUBROUT INE MS ( PK f R - BX )
D IMENSI ON PK ( 33 - 1 5 ) - PPK ( 33 ) y R ( 33 - 39 ) r RR ( 33 ) - BX ( 3 y 33 - 20 ) y
CBBX ( 33 y 3 ) y DERG ( 20 ) - DERGM ( 1 5 - 39 ) - DERGS ( 1 5 y 39 )
DO 10 K-l y 15
DO 1 L-l y 33
1 PPK(L)-PK<l...yK)
DO. 10 N-l y 39
DO 2 L-l y 33
2 RR(L)-R(l..yN)
DO 4 M-l y 20
DO 3 L-l y 33
DO 3 I-ly3
3 BBX<L-I>=BX<ILM>
CALL DE ( PPK y BBX y RR , DERG 1 )
4 DERG(M)-DERG1





11 FORMAT (/4Xy 'MEAN OF COLOR DIFFERENCE BY 20 OBSERVERS'/)
WRITE ( 108 y 12 ) ( K yK-l - 15)
12 FORMAT (9Xy 1518)
WR I TE ( 1 08 y 1 3 ) ( N y ( DERGM ( K y N ) y K- 1 - 1 5 ) y N- 1 y 39 )
13 FORMATC lXyI8y.1.5F8. 3)
WRITE < 108 y.1.4)
14 FORMAT </4Xy 'STANDARD DEVIATION OF COLOR DIFFERENCE DY 20 OBSERVE
CV)
WR I TE ( 1 08 y 1 2 ) ( K y K- 1 y 1 5 )




SUBROUT INE DE ( PK y BX y R y DERG )
DIMENSION PK ( 33 ) - BX ( 33 - 3 ) y R ( 33 ) - XK ( 3 ) -
CXG ( 3 )
UL. ( Y y YN ) = 1 16 ? * ( Y/YN >** ( 1 , /3 . ) -.1.6 .
UA ( X - XN - Y y YN ) -500 . * < < X/XN ) *# ( 1 , /3 . ) - ( Y/YN ) ** ( 1 . /3 - ) >
UB ( Y y YN y Z y ZN ) -200 . * < < Y/YN ) ## ( 1 . /3 ? )-< Z/ZN ) #* ( 1 ? /3 . ) )
UDE ( A y B y C y D y E - F > < < A~D ) **2+ ( B-E ) **2+ ( C---F ) ##2 ) ## ? 5
SUM-0 .
DO 11 L-l y 33




1 2 XK ( I ) -XK ( I ) fPK ( L ) *BX ( I... - 1 ) * 1 00 ? /SUM





DO 14 L-l y 33
1 4 XG ( I ) -XG ( I ) +R ( L ) *PK ( L ) *BX ( L y I ) /SUM
GL-UL(XG(2)yXK(2))
GA-UA ( XG ( 1 ) y XK ( 1 ) y XG < 2 ) y XK ( 2 ) )
GB-UB ( XG ( 2 ) y XK ( 2 ) , XG < 3 ) - XK ( 3 ) )
1 5 DERG-UDE < RL y RA y RB y GL y GA y GB )
RETURN
END




DO 10 1=1 rN
SUM-SUMfX(I)
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Computer program and output for calculating tristimulus




File 20: Color-matching functions of the 20 observers
(r(>0, g(X), B(X))
File 5: Relative spectral emittance of Dr000
File 39- The 39 transformed metameric grays
File 6k : Color-matching functions of the 1964
Standard Observer
95
D IMENS I ON RGB ( 3r 33 t 20 ) - P5 ( 33 ) - R ( 33 - 39 ) v BX < 3 y 33 20 >
C - PK < 33 ) r RR ( 33 ) - BBX ( 33 . 3 ) t BX64 ( 33 , 3 )
C - SDX ( 33 - 3 ) BX64 1 ( 33 , 3 ) t BX6A2 ( 33 - 3 )
READ ( 20 - 1 1 ) ( ( ( RGB < ILfM>>L=l33)-I=i-3>- M= .1. r 20 )
:L1 FORMAT <F20 10)
READ ( 5 r Ll. 2 ) ( P5 ( L) t L= .1. 33 )
12 FORMAT <F10. 3)
READ<39fl3X(R(LM) L=l 33 ) - M=l 39 )
13 FORMAT (F.1.0. 3)
WRITE (108 -620)
620 FORMAT (/// IX- 'BLUE -DEC'/)
WRITE<10815>
.1. 5 F0RMAT ( 1 7X - ' TR I ST I M LJL US VALUES ' t 26X , ' C l-l R0MAT I C I TY'
C30X r ' LAB VALUES ' - 15X - ' DERG ' v / - 10X ' NON-SELECT LIL VE ' r
Cl IX i- ' SELECTIVE ' - 9X - ' NON-SELECTIVE ' - 7X ' SELECTIVE ' -
C 1 OX - 'NON-SELECTIVE' r OX- 'SELECTIVE' )
DO 10 M=l20
DO 10 L=1f33
BX ( 1 v L r M ) =0 - 341 427KRGB ( 1 , L . M ) +0 1 88273KRGB ( 2 L r M )
C+0 . 390202*RGB < 3 r L - M )
BX ( 2 > L > M > =0 ? 1 38972*RGB ( 1 > I... r M ) +0 . 837 1 82*RGB ( 2 - L - M )
C+0 . 073588*RGB < 3 , L - M )
BX ( 3 L M ) =0 ? 000000*RGB ( 1 - L - M ) +0 * 0375 1 54*RGB ( 2 r L , M )







622 PK ( L ) = ( 1 - +CK* ( W-9 . ) **2 ) *P5 ( L )
INDEX=1
N---12
100 IF < INDEX -GT2> GO TO 99
WRITE(108-14) N
1 4 FORMAT ( / r 1 X - ' N=
'
r 1 2 )

















READ ( 64 y 1 6 ) ( ( BX64 ( L r I ) y I = 1 - 3 ) - L= 1 y 33 )
16 F0RMATC3F10-4)
WRITE ( 108 - 17)










19 FORMAT (/y 'N=39')
CALL DE 1 < M y PK - BX64 - RR )
M=0
READ ( 640 y21)< (SDX(Lyl) . 1=1 3> L=133)
21 F0RMAT(F10-4)
WRITE(108y20)
20 FORMAT ( // , IX ? ' STANDARD DEVIATE OBSERVER
' )
DO 50 L=J.y33
DO 50 1=1 y 3
50 BX641 ( L y I ) =BX64 ( L - 1 ) f SDX < L - 1 )
WRITE < 108 y 22)
22 FORMATC/ flX* '<+) N=12')
DO 51 L.=l-33
51 RR(L)=RCI..yl2)




23 FORMAT ( / - 1 X - ' ( + ) N=39
' )
CAL I... DE 1 C M y PK y BX64 1 y R lr< )
DO 53 L=lf33
DO 53 1=1 y 3
53 BX642 ( L . I ) =BX64 < L y I ) -SDX ( L r I )
WRITE C 108 y 24)
24 FORMAT C/y IX y '(-) N-=12')
DO 54 L=l33
54 RR(L)=R<Lf12)
CALL DE 1 ( M y PK y BX642 y RR )
WRITE ( 108 y 25)









1 ./3. >-<Y/YN)**(l./3- ) )
1./3. ) -(Z/ZN )*#<!. /3. ) )
-E)**2+(C-F>**2)**-5
SUBROUTINE DEI (My PKyBXy R)
D IMENS ION PK ( 33 ) - BX ( 33 - 3 ) y R < 33 ) - XK ( 3 ) .
CXGC3)
UL. ( Y y YN ) = 1 1 6 . % ( Y/YN ) ** ( 1 . /3 ? )
UA C X y XN y Y y YN ) ==500 ? * < ( X/XN ) %% (
UB ( Y y YN y Z - ZN ) ==200 . * < C Y/YN ) ** (
UDE ( A y B y C y D y E y F ) = ( (A-D ) %%?\ ( B
SUM=0,
DO 11 L=l-33
1 1 SUM=SUM+PK C L ) *BX C L y 2 )
DO 12 1=1-3
XK ( I ) =0 .
DO 12 L=l-33





RL==1 16 . * ( 0 , 3 ) %% ( 1 . /3 ? ) -16 ?
RA=0.
RB=0.
DO 14 1=1 y 3
XG(I>==0.
DO 14 L=l-33




XG3=XG ( 3 ) /TG
GL=UL(XG(2)yXK(2))
GA=UA ( XG ( 1 ) y XK < 1 ) y XG ( 2 ) y XK ( 2 ) )
GB=UB C XG C 2 ) y XK ( 2 ) y XG C 3 ) y XK ( 3 ) )
1 5 DERG=UDE ( RL y RA y RB y GL y GA y GB )
WRITE ( 108 y 16 ) ( M y XK ( 1 ) y XK ( 2 ) y XK ( 3 ) y XG ( 1 ) y XG ( 2 ) y XG ( 3 ) y
CXK1 y XK2 y XK3 y XG1 y XG2 y XG3 -
CRL y RA y RB y GL y GA y GB y DERG )
16 FORMAT ( 1 X y 12 y 3X y 2F7 . 2 - F6 . 2 - 2X - 3F6 . 2 y 3X - 3F6 . 4 , 2X y 3F6 ? 4 -
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